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For those who have labored in the furrowed fields of diversity

within the independent school world, there was nothing surprising in the zorz

New York Tim.es articTe'Admitted, but Left Out." I presume that others, like me,

found the revelations about the experiences of students of coior in independent

schools disconcerting, sobering, and humbling - but not surprising.

Given that "elite" is the modifier of choice for the media's allusions to inde-

pendent schools, it is understandable that those who are unfamiliar with this slice

of America's educational landscape would assume that diversity is either of no

consequence or peripheral to the missions of our schools. Quite to the contrary

providing access to economically and raciaTTy lethnically diverse student popula-

tions, as well as striving to create welcoming communities, has been a high prior-

ity for independent schools across the nation throughout my four decades in this

arena. In fact, every independent school I know has established "increasing diver-

sity" as a paramount goal. They have done so for trvo reasons: (r) it is the right

thing to do, in that traditionally underserved young people deserve access to a

first-rate education; and (z) each student brings a uniqr-te set of gifts that enriches

the school's learning community.

BY AL ADAMS . ILLUSTRATION BY BRAD YEO
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That said, it is also clear that
independent schools' diversity ideai
is elusive - a pttzzle to be solved or
a conundrum to be mitigated. The
issues revealed in the Times arlicTe -
students self-segregating by color and

affluence; "race" being synonymous
with "class"; students from different
backgrounds living in parallel uni-
verses; the challenge ofstudents social-

izing across neighborhood divides;
successful students leaving their fami-
lies and communities behind as they
are propelled into the upper echelons
of society - ale so familiar, and seem-

ingly so intractable, that one could eas-

ily despair. However, having 1ed Lick-

Wilmerding High School's (California)
diversity journey during my 23 years
as the school's head (I retired in zory),
I can speak to four leveis of engage-

ment that ultimately worked for us and

that I believe hold promise for other
schools. Looking back, I see that one

could surmise that we had designed an
intentional, fourfold scheme when we

began this work in 1988, but this was

not the case. As educator and writer
Myles Horton so presciently said, "We

make the road by walking." We were

well down the diversity road before the
intersection of these four arteries came

ciearly into view.
The initial route to greater inclusiv-

ity is related to the question of qccess

and ffirdability: Who gets to come in
the doorl How did they find itl Who
opened it for theml The second, which
for us emerged a bit later, focuses on

the question of inclusion: Who feels

at home when they walk through the

door, and who feels as if they are enter-

ing a foreign country with mysterious
customs and unfamiliar language?

The third is marked by the signPost,

successi \Vho ultimately gets the "keys

to the kingdom" - sufficient skills,
knowledge, habits of mind, and ways

of being - to reach their Potential
and to gain agency in the larger worldl
The fourth route focuses on Public
purpose. It initially appeared to be a

random by*"y for us. However, in
time it merged with the other three.

Its marker asks: Is this schooi oriented
to being a part of, or apart from, the
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larger communityl And will my values

be a{firmed, or will I feel as if I have

sold out by being associated with itl
While I developed some under-

standing of the connection between
public purpose and diversity during
my years at Lick-Wilmerding, it was

my recent work with Georgetown Day

School (Washington, DC) (see sidebar
on page 4$ lhat catalyzed my think-
ing. It is essentially an understanding
of the inextricable link between the
individual and the school - between
"who feels how comfortable" at a

school and the school's place in and
orientation to the larger community.

&c**ss as:d Aff*r*abl*ity
PBS education commentator fohn
Merrow was right when he said
recently, "Getting access to quality
education rs the ciwl rights issue of
our era." At Lick-Wilmerding, one of
our first steps in 1988 was to create

a standing committee of the board of
trustees, known as Access and Afford-
ability. Little did we know that the

committee's name would morph twice
over the next tw-o decades, reflecting
both where we \\ere and where we
aspired to be in our diversity iourney.
As this initial nomenclature suggests,

the first order of business was to "do

the numbers" in order to ensure the
greatest possible economic access to
the school, beginning with keeping the
middle class in play. Recognizing that
"class" may be the most difficult of the
"differences" to navigate, a principal
Lick-\Vilmerding mantra has been that
providing access to less-than-a{fluent
families is not about the school "doing
good." It is, instead, about "enriching
the learning and living environment
for al1 ofour students."

It is difficult, if not impossible,
for an independent school to make a

credible claim to being "diverse" if its
community is over.whelmingly wealthy
and white. It is much easier to be

persuasive in this regard if the school
reflects a critical mass of families
benefiting from financial assistance
qnd those who represent tradition-
a1ly underserved groups. The same

can be said with regard to a school's
faculty and staff. In those early days,

then, we began to market the school
more broadly in order to increase its
racial and ethnic diversity. Within
just a few years, the literal, as well as

figurative, complexion of our student
body and our faculty and staffchanged
significantly.
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While our eye was primarily on the
prize ofaccess through affordability in
the late r98os, we were also increas-
ingly drawn to the other side of the
access equation: inclusion. It is one
thing to open a school's doors to larger
numbers of atypical independent
school students; it is quite another
to develop a culture that allows these
students and their families to feel fully
welcome and for these students to be
able to bring their whole, authentic
selves to school each day.

Similar to the three schools' film
projects profiled tn the New York Times

article,' Lick-Wilmerding's journey
toward becoming an inclusive commu-
nity began with the voice of students.
Suspicious that our on-the-surface-

congeniai school was actually "playing
happy family," and knowing that it is
challenging - often maddening - for
people of color to navigate America's
lingering racism, I decided to ask our
students of color to speak candidly
with me about their experiences at the
school. The truth revealed through
these interviews led to a good deal of
institutional soul searching and to our
cornmunily's commitment to deive
deeply and unstintingly into the com-
plexities of diversity work. Our goal
became nothing less than to create a

school in which every student and fam-
ily would feel "equally cared for, cared
about, and celebrated."

One outcome of this work was to
design a dean of multicultural affairs
position,' and it was during this period
that the board committee. Access and

Affordability, changed its name to
Access and Inclusive Community.

There were many dimensions to the
inclusive community challenge, includ-
ing structural changes that were essen-
tial, such as incorporating most student
expenses (i.e., Inlerirn Week expedi-
tions, textbooks, and yearbook) into
tuition. We also committed to providing
funding to assist with the few remain-
ing "extras," such as international trips
and the prom. Our goal was to ensure
that every activity occurring under the
school's auspices would be equally
accessible to all students. One of my
most satisfying moments came when
we finally wrestled the "lunch gap"
monster to the ground by rolling the
cost of a nutritious lunch into tuition.

In para1le1, as we considered the
inclusion of all of our parents and
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caretakers, we redesigned Lick's
annual fund-raiser so that its cost

would no longer exclude a large por-

tion of our communitY. In doing so,

we needed to accept the fact that, in
this case, community building was a

higher priority than raising money.

&***eg mffid S*cs*ss
Around the turn of the millennium,
we determined to change the name of
our board diversity committee yet again

- to Access and Success - training a

spotlight on the academic challenges

faced by underprivileged students and

those who were previously unfamiliar
with independent school norms. In
short, it had become glaringly obvious

that the diversity rubber really hits the

road in the classroom. As bright and

motivated as they are, these shrdents

have generally not benefited from the

same level of support or preparation as

students who grew up in independent

schools, and we needed to find waYS to

help them thrive.
Viewing diversity through lhe access

and success lens led to the creation of
Lick's Learning Strategies Center as a

resource for both students and teach-

ers. One of its purposes ls to helP

students learn how they learn. We also

developed the "Triple S" (Student Sup-

port Serrrices) Team - comprising the

deans, learning specialist, and school

counselor - to monitor and assist

students who are struggling academi-

cally, socially, emotionally, or cultur-

ally. Most daunting of all, we decided

to address the issue of teaching and

learning head-on.
If economic diversity is the hardest

of the "diversities" to acknowledge and

address, the issue of students being
"differently prepared" runs a very close

second. The often unspoken reality is

that an independent school can aspire

to, and succeed at, serving a diverse

student body only if its faculty is willing
to teach differently, grounded in under-

standing the needs of students coming
from widely dissimilar backgrounds.

Galvanized by the insPiration and

leadership of then-assistant head Karen

Eshoo (now head of Vistamar School in
Los Angeles) and deparrment chairs,
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Georgetown Day School (washington, DC) has undertaken its own journey down

the "Four Roads" that the Lick-wilmerding community has traveled. Seven wash-

ington, DC, families founded our school in 1945 expressly to counteract the city's

racial and religious divisions. Our school's founding was, for its time, both a bold

moral act and a pedagogically visionary one, shaped by an intuitive understanding

that a diverse school setting provides for richer and deeper learning than a homo-

geneous one.

This mission, of aligning diversity with pedagogy, has led us to continually

reflect on who our student population should be; howwe challenge and support

each member of our communltY;

and what capacities our graduates

must develop in order to become

powerful change agents in the

world beyond school.

Over the course of our school's

journey ioward justice and equiiY

we have gleaned countless lessons:

. Difference matters. Georgetown

Day School began its lourneY as a

color-blind institutlon. Nine years

before Brown v. Board of Educa-

tion, Ihe idea that we are all the

same and should learn together

was radical enough. By the 1960s, however, the educational context had evolved

and so had our school. We couid acknowledge that, in fact, weare notall the same.

while our students may be gathered in the same spaces, each comes with a dif-

ferent story and experience; understanding this is a precursor to their learning' As

school leaders, we need to acknowledge both similarities and differences so that

our students can learn with and from each other.

. Trust is experiential. This journey is deeply relational and necessitates trust and,

therefore, time. we need to talk to each other and keep talking. Even more impor-

tant, we need to listen.

. Service is a two-way street. Schools must strive for "solidarity, not charity" in our

relationships with partners. Failing to engage from a stance of authentic partner-

ship can perpetuate the very inequities thai we seek to challenge.

o Practice what you preach... but beware of becoming preachy' Francis of Assisi

said it best, "Preach the gospel, and if necessary, use words." Engage with humil-

ity, and with an understanding that no individual owns the answers to this work.

Meei people where they are, but always expeci growth'
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. All voices matter. Be mindful of who is, and who is not, engaging in the conver-

sation. Create multiple channels for all voices to be expressed and heard. Beware

of the echo chamber of a few. Take pains to know what's being said in the doorway

and around the water cooler - and ask yourself why it's not being said in public.

o "The students are watching," io borrow a phrase from Ted and Nancy Sizer. Our

most powerful teaching does not live in our mission statement or syllabi, but rather

in the health and integrity of the community that we create. The best schools are

"unquiet" places, where new ideas

and challenges to the status quo

are welcome. We must teach our

students to be engaged citizens who

know how to participate in a positive,

just community, and who will work

to create such a communitY where it

does not exist.

r While diversity and pub-

lic purpose work are part of our

school's DNA, they require con-

stant intention, reflection, and evo-

lution. As we look to the future, we

find ourselves with more questions

than answers, among them:

.i. what will diversity work look like in a world of radically shifting demograph-

ics, in which soon there will be no "majority" race in America, and in which the

daily-lived experience of our students will be increasingly global?

* How do we keep the "bus" moving forward while keeping as many passen-

gers aboard as possible, recognizing that inherent in a diverse community is the

reality that, for some, we will be moving too fast, and for others too slow?

* what is the right balance between compliance (or accountability) and

engagement? Between institutional expectations and individual ownership?

.t How do we honor the experiences of the adults in our community while

remembering that our primary mission is to serve our students?

we are wrestling with these questions as we embark on the next stage of our

journey. we will continue to advance our goals of access, inclusion, and success,

and will engage ln public-purpose work that speaks to today's challenges and

reflects our long-standing commitment to social justice. This summer, for instance,

in partnership with Al Adams, we will pilot a Student Policy lnsiitute where students

will, after classes on public policy, respond to a range of social issues. our goal

is for students to identify local, national, and international challenges, connect to

DC-based policy and advocacy organizations, and join forces to make a difference.

This is but one of a number of ways in which we hope to extend our students' learn-

ing, and our mission, beyond the walls of our school. Through our evolving public-

purpose work, our students are living our mission, experiencing diversity both as

the bedrock of academic excellence and as a spur to engagement with the world.

ln this way, the four roads converge powerfully at our very foundation

Russell shaw ts head of Georgetown Day School (Washinfion, DC)

Lick-Wilmerding initiated a deep and
demanding professional journey under
the rubric of "equity pedagogy." The
purpose is to see that every student is
fully known so that teachers can expand

their pedagogical palettes to help each

student succeed. Meeting regularly
in small groups, teachers assist one

another with "case studies" ofstudents
they are particularly concerned about.

The result is that the faculty develops a

wide array of personalized, multimodal
approaches to teaching.

Not surprisingly, what soon became

obvious was that such an approach to

teaching ultimately serves everyone
involved. We found that teachers are

generally enthusiastic about embrac-
ing this challenge because the ultimate
payoff in our profession is to deeply
impact the growth and development
ofall ofour students - to accept them
for who they are, where they are, and
to help them realize their full potential.

Fuhlic Furpcs* and S*v*rsity
My zooo Independent School arli'
c1e, "The Public Purpose of Private
Schools," spoke to what I view as a
moral imperative for our schools to do

more with their knowledge, networks,
and resources than to just educate the

students fortunate enough to be directly
in their charge. Eight years later, my fol-
low-up article in this magazine, "Good

Work, Good Karma: The Intersection
of Public Purpose and Institutional
Advocacy," highlighted some of the

good things that come back to schools

that are known for their public outreach

and parlnerships: an enhanced "brand"

during admissions season, general

public approbation, positive relation-

ships with city ofncials - including
planning deparlments - and philan-
thropic gifts that would not otherwise
have appeared.

What I failed to fully appreciate
at that time was the extent to which
a school's public-purpose orientation
and reputation correlate with the diver-

sity ofits student body and its faculty.
In short, schools that are seen as good

neighbors and contributing "players"

in life beyond their campuses send a
powerful message that families and
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colleagues from all backgrounds can

feel good about.
For some families, especially those

new to the independent school world,
it is important to sense that their
school represents egalitarian values

and that it is helping to promote a

more equitable society both within and

beyond its walls. For others, who may

harbor guilt about forsaking their pub-

lic school in favor ofthe private sector,

it is reassuring to know that their new
school is participating in programs
that enrich the lives of public school

students and teachers. And for more
affluent families, affiliation with a

private school with a robust sense of
public purpose can mean providing
their children with the opportunity to
learn and grow in a zrst-century learn-

ing community committed to getting
its head, heart, and hands around the

needs of the world.
The first ingredient in a school's

public-purpose profile is the quality of
the presence ofits students in the sur-

rounding community. In this regard,

Lick-Wilmerding's location, in what
we fondly refer to as "an unpreten-
tious part of town," is a real plus. It
translates into our neighbors viewing
almost anything the school does as

value added, in part due to the seri-

ousness of purpose with which our
students carry themselves and their
heavy book bags on our neighbor-
hood's sidewalks. But it is more than
that. The school's multitude of service'

learning endeavors puts a real face on

what would otherwise be anonYmous
students. A few examples include biol-
ogy or Spanish students teaching les-

sons at a nearby elementary school, a

glass shop class decorating a cityutility
box with beautiful mosaics, a weekend

workday with Habitat for HumanitY,
Ihe jazz band playing at a nearby nurs-

ing home, and students conducting
oral histories with local elders.

The latter, in fact, produced one of
the most profound educational initia-
tives I have ever obsewed. It was called

the OMI Project (for our neighbor-
hood: Oceanview Merced, Ingleside),

in which three teachers - history
photography, metal fabrication -
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combined efforts. After doing exten-

sive research and conducting inter-
views, their classes produced an Anna
Deavere Smith-type performance
thai brought our neighbors aiive on
stage and honored the OMI (often
referred to as a "forgotten corner" of
San Francisco) in a way that had never
happened. To watch a longtime com-
munity leader, a large, older African-
American man, in tears as his voice

was brought to life on stage by a slight
Chinese-American girl captured the
power of the moment. So many of our
neighbors attended the Friday night
premiere in the school's theater that

ciation to the board of the Geneva

Office Building (whose purpose was
to raise funds to rehabilitate a historic
building just down the block in order
to convert it to a community center).
Later in my tenure, under the auspices

of our Center for Civic Engagement,
Lick-Wilmerding provided office space

to the Geneva Ofhce Building staff and
did the same, as well as classrooms, for
Out of Site, a robust nonprofit after-
school arts program for neighborhood
young people. In the latter instance,
our arts faculty also collaborated with
the Out of Site staff, and our students
served as assistant teachers. As a result

"'i.iil,!t;i
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there was a ca11, which we answered,

to have a Sunday a{lernoon reprise at

a nearby church. To this day, the com-
munity bond produced by the OMI
Project continues to be a hallmark of
the school's "tourr-gown" relationship.

Another indicator of a school's com-
mitment to public purpose is the extent
to which ii makes its campus walls
permeable .io its neighbors. Through-
out m,r tirne at Lick-Wilmerding, we
opened or-rr iacilities to a wide variety
of communir rneetings, from city
planning :o energency preparedness
to the Ocea:r -{r'enue Business Asso-
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of relationships such as these, the
school's campus came to be viewed as

a community hub rather than a walled-
off edifice of otherworldly privilege.

A number of institutional partner-

ships also spoke volumes to those won-
dering about this private school's place

in the community. For the school,
the jewel in the crown is Aim High,
a tuition-free, five-week, summer
enrichment program for low-income
middle schoolers that was started by

two teachers in 1986. In r99o, we part-

nered with the Urban School of San

Francisco to establish a second Aim
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enabling underserved kids io aim high
for high school and for life.

Over the years, other public-private
partnerships further burnished Lick-
Wilmerding's reputation as a force
for the common good throughout the
Bay Area and beyond. The school has

initiated or helped establish the Bay

Area Teachers Center, which has, since

1995, in collaboration with San Fran-

cisco State University, been confer-
ring teaching credentials on working
teachers and interns; the City Fields
Foundation, which raised $45 million
and has, to date, transformed 14 of the
city's recreation and park playfields so

struck by an African-American mother
of a ninth-grader who said emphati-
cally, "If Lick-Wilmerding wasn't doing
so much good public-purpose work,
my daughter would not be here!"

Wi'l;":',""".,ilt'""ff r:t"?"J.ff H?:
and racial/ethnic diversity, most report
fewer than 20 percent of their families
on financial aid, with even lower per-

centages of students and teachers of
color. Most, in tum, view this regrettable
circumstance as a classic chicken-or-
egg conundrum: How do we atbract a

direrse popuiation when students from

these groups don t see many people like
themselves here, and how do we achieve
a critical mass iffamilies from economi-
cally and racially diverse backgrounds
are reluctant to join a largely wealthy
and white communityl The same chal-
lenge is mirrored in the recruitment and
retention of teachers of color.

As with diversity, it is difficult to
convince others that one is associated
with a pnvate school with public purpose

if it is overwhelmingly wealthy and
white or if its approach to civic engage-
ment is limited to students counting
community service hours, often with
a patina of noblesse oblige. Shifting to
a chicken-and-egg mindset recluires
understanding that diversity and pub-
lic purpose are closely linked and are
mutually beneficial - that a serious
commitment to each holds promise for
significant gains for the other.

Specifically, the former lends cred-
ibility to the latter ("This school's diver-
sity shows that it is living its values
and putting its money where its mouth
is"), and being a recognized private
school with public purpose can be a

key to solving the long-standing inde-
pendent school diversity puzzle.

While all independent schools
continue to "make the road by walk-
ing," the merging of these four access

ramps - access, inclusion, success,

and public purpose - onto a common
highway does hold promise for finally
arriving at our destination, together.

In zon , af.er 4o years as an ind.epend,enl school teacher

and qdministrator, ,41 Adams retired. as head. of Lr.ck-

Wilnerding High School (Califomia) and is novr

consultingwith schools. He and Jim Scott, president

of Punahou Schools (Hawai'i), were recipienls of lhe

zon NAIS Diversity Leadership Award.

Notes
r. The three documentary films focus on

the experiences ofstudents ofcolor at

Trinity School (Allowed to Attend.), The

Dalton School (Amencan Promise), and The

Calhoun School (a series of fi1ms as part of
alarger Deconstructing Racism project). A11

three schools are in New York City.

z. See Ilana Kaufman, "Directing Diversity:

Advice for Schools and Diversity Directors,"

lndepend.ent School, Summer zoo3.

High site. The next year, Superinten-
dent of San Francisco Unified School
District Ray Cortines visited and called
to say, "This is the best middle school
ptograrn I have seen. Can we contract
with you to open Aim High sites at
public schoolsl" Aim High now has
more than 8,ooo graduates and today
serves r,5oo sixth- to ninth-graders
at seven sites in San Francisco and
two each in Marin County, the East
Bay, and the South Bay, as well as its
first rural site in conjunction with the
Tahoe Truckee Unified School District.
Aim High today successfully raises
more than $3.5 million each year to
sustain its impressive track record of

that neighborhoods are reclaimed and
more girls and low-income students
can gain access; annual work crew
pilgrimages by Lick-V/ilmerding and
Drew School (California) students to
a village in Senegal; and an extraordi-
nary disaster reliefeffort that brought
humanitarian aid to the surviving chil-
dren of Ishinomaki, fapan, following
the zorr earthquake and tsunami.

It was against this backdrop that I
asked parents, during my last round
of strategic planning town meetings,
how they really felt about their school
devoting so many resources to public
purpose. Receiving only affirmation
throughout those meetings, I was most
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